ACUOD by CHANU

2018 SPRING & SUMMER COLLECTION
“ZIP OUT TO THE WORLD.”
For the 2018 S/S collection, we were inspired by the Japanese Sengoku
(Warring States) period and especially Nobunaga Oda, one of the famous Daimyō
(feudal lord) of this certain age. This is because we found the domination from junior
to senior during Sengoku similar to what is happening in the present fashion
industry. We were also amazed at how Nobunaga “zipped” throughout the age with
revolutionary deeds, breaking stereotypes with innovative ideas concluding himself as
the most “hip hop” commander amongst Sengoku Daimyōs.
ACUOD by CHANU will keep challenging aggressively to the fashion industry,
filled with scent of conservation:
to people who decide only with his/her imagination,
without examining the objective,
who runs away from taking risks,
the movement to get rid of someone who sticks out,
the mind to avoid experimentation, to cling on being the same...
Though a brand less than a year since establishment,
that doesn’t mean we will zip our mouth shut.
“WE WILL ZIP OUT”
We will pursue what we believe, our foremost aesthetics, and zip out to the world
as a bullet to the world, by the name of ACUOD by CHANU.

About the runway show
At the beginning of the show, Keika Wakayagi dances “Atsumori”, a Kowakamai dance piece
Nobunaga is said to have danced before wars. Ms.Wakayagi’s actual name is “Chikako Kowaka”, and
is the direct descendant of the Kowakamai founder. Kowakamai is said to be the oldest Japanese
dance, origin of Kabuki and Noh. This was the very chance that a Kōwaka dancer showed her ancient
“Mai” at Tokyo collection, where the latest fashion meets the world.
The second hip hop dance performance is by KTR, a Japanese Krump dance champion. He wore a
replica of Nobunaga armor (Nanban-do) and danced as "Modern Nobunaga”.
Krump was originally a street dance popularized at South Central, Los Angeles. Here, for the youths
who grew up in high crime rate environment, dance is a way for them to escape gang life and to
release anger, aggression and frustration positively, in a non-violent way. Although basically a freestyle
dance rarely choreographed, we could find movements that expresses somewhat fighting actions. This
is why we requested KTR to dance for us.
For the performance, KTR took Kowakamai lessons at Wakayagi’s studio to learn dance forms, and
blended these ideas into krumping. Here we see a collaboration beyond country and time, of Japanese
ancient dance and U.S. street dance that started around the millenium.
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